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本イベントが能力と行動動機を向上させる大きなきっかけとなった事がわかった。一方で

ISOC メンバは、大規模な国際イベントを多国籍のメンバで企画・運営する事を経験した事

に加え、JSTS で得たファシリテータとしての経験を踏まえ、改善をするというプロセスを

経てワークショップを主導する役割を果たした事で、今後必要と思われる広い視野・調整能

力・コミュニケーション能力を国際的な場面でも活かせるレベルまで向上させる事が出来

たと思われる。特に JSOC 主メンバ 5 名は、IDSOC との長期間にわたる相談・交渉などの

やり取りの中で、自身とは異なる考え方・仕事の進め方に接触し、また自身の主張を明瞭簡

潔に述べる必要性がある場に置かれる事で、大幅に視野が広がり積極性が向上した。残りの

JSOC サポートメンバも JSTS での IDSOC との打ち合わせ、多国籍の集団相手のファシリ

テーションを行う中で成長をし、また、JSTS で培った能力・経験を ISTS でも発揮する事

ができた。茨城高専の JSOC メンバは、自身が JSTS/ISTS で体験した事と同様の事を他の

学生にも体験してもらうべく、自主的に茨城高専内に「グローバルクラブ」を立ち上げるべ

く準備を開始した。この事からも、ISTS/JSTS の学生へのインパクトの大きさを窺い知る

事が出来る。 
今回の JSTS/ISTS 開催にあたり一番困難だった点は、参加者学生に提供出来るコンテン

ツの質と、ISOC メンバの自主性がある意味トレードオフ関係にあった事である。一般参加

学生の教育としては、教員あるいは外部の適性のある人材が設計・運営した企画の方が、学

生が企画・運営したものより効果があるのは明白であろう。一方で、学生が主体的に運営す

るという主旨のもとでの ISOC メンバの教育としては、教員や外部の人間の介入は最小限

にとどめるのが良いと思われる。JSTS/ISTS2016 では後者に重きをおき、ISOC メンバの

自主性を尊重する方針で準備を進めた。結果として、一般参加者・ISOC メンバ両者の育成

として一定の成果は得られたと思われるが、来年度以降は明確な指針のもと、最大多数の最

大幸福が得られる様にさらに適切なバランスで運営する事が望まれる。 
 

以 上 
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１．実施日 平成２８年１０月３１日（月）～１１月２日（水）

２．場所 茨城工業高等専門学校

３．評価者

① 氏 サセックス大学（英国）副学長

② 氏 マカオ大学（マカオ） 副学長

③ 新 原 晧 一 氏 元長岡技術科学（日本）大学学長

④ 田 熊 美 保 氏 本部教育局 シニア政策アナリスト 書類審査のみ

４．次第

１日目

１３：３０ 開始挨拶・評価者紹介

１４：００ グローバル高専モデル事業全体説明及び質疑応答

１５：５０ 休憩

１６：００ 校内見学

１７：００ 終了

２日目

９：３０ 開始

９：４５ 各事業プレゼン及び質疑応答

１２：００ 昼食

１３：３０ 各事業プレゼン及び質疑応答

１４：１０ 授業見学（授業科目「 年１組物理」「物質工学実験 」）

１５：１０ 評価者による評価書作成①（小会議室）

１７：００ 終了

３日目

９：３０ 評価者による評価書作成②（小会議室）

１１：１５ 休憩

１１：３０ 評価者による評価書作成③（小会議室）

１２：４５ 昼食

１３：３０ 講評、評価書受領

１４：１５ 終了
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（２）グローバル高専モデル事業英文報告書

Introduction１

1.1 Background of the project

The rapid globalization of economic activity since the 1990s is one of the greatest environmental 
changes we are faced with. Regarding the manufacturing industry, which is closely related to 
polytechnics, the overseas passenger vehicle production share of eight major automobile 
manufacturers in 2015, for example, has increased to account for up to two-thirds of the entire 
market with the overseas sales percentage (in the numbers of vehicles sold) accounting for, in fact, 
as much as 80%. Hitachi, Ltd., which is based in Ibaragi Prefecture, where our school is located, set 
out a goal of raising the overseas sales percentage, which was 41% in 2013, to 50% in as short a 
time as by the end of 2015 in the Midterm Management Plan 2015 and has actually increased it to 
as much as 48%. As the downsizing of the domestic market is inevitable because of the aging 
population with a low birth rate, such trends would further accelerate in the future.

Upon globalization, which is a major change, staff sought by the industries have been changing. 
The Japan Business Federation summarized the "Proposal for the Development of Global Staff" in 
June 2011, which organized the talent, skills, and abilities that would be sought by the industries 
in the future. According to a questionnaire survey in the proposal, the most important factor 
required for human resources in the future is the attitude to keep up their challenging spirits 
without limiting themselves to traditional concepts, followed by communication abilities using a 
foreign language and the gift to take an interest in the differences between their country and 
foreign countries in culture and value systems and take flexible action. All of these talents and 
abilities are quite different from cooperativeness and sheer communication skills, which have been 
regarded important. The problem is that there is a gap between such human resources sought by 
society and graduates and certificate holders produced by educational institutions, and in fact, 
human resources that take charge of overseas businesses are the most crucial issue for companies 
in promoting their businesses abroad.

Yet another major environmental change higher education institutions are faced with is a rapid 
increase in diverse and quality educational resources that is available to anyone via the Internet 
(hereafter referred to as online teaching materials). So-called MOOCs (Massive Open Online 
Courses) have enabled people around the world to take classes from Harvard, Stanford, MIT, and 
other prestigious universities for free. The system at Khan Academy enables learners to not only 
watch over 3,500 videos of structured math, physics, chemistry, programming, and other classes for 
free, but also use notes displayed in videos, a map that shows what to study next, and other 
learning support features for efficient learning. A rapid increase in such online teaching materials 
is instigating a major review of how education in higher education institutions should be provided. 
Teaching staff are required to have students acquire the skills to keep learning on their own using 
online teaching materials, as well as shift the focus of their classes to dialogs with students and 
other things that can only be done in class.
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1.2　The three key competencies

Considering the foregoing environmental changes, the OECD and the Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology have set out competencies to be acquired by students by 
2030 to be able to survive in the global environment and are working to propose curriculums based 
on the competencies. With reference to the results of the OECD and the Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology, Ibaraki College has also set out the following three 
competencies of our own that we aim to have students acquire (Figure 1-1). For your information, 
only the skills that are newly required to deal with globalization are listed as sub-items here. The 
three key competencies surely include the skills that Ibaraki College has had our graduates acquire 
in the past (and will have our graduates acquire in the future), that is, knowledge and skills in their 
areas of expertise and nature and society-related general knowledge and communication skills, etc., 
but they are not explicitly provided here.

Figure 1-1 Comparison of global institutes of technology competencies and the OECD global competencies

（図１−１内文言対訳）

訳　文原　文
Key competencies in this project本事業におけるキーコンピテンシー

Knowledge in the age of globalizationグローバル化時代の教養力

English and some other language skills英語を中心とした語学力

Understanding of one's own and foreign cultures自国・他国の文化の理解

Insight into global-scale challenges地球規模課題への洞察

Utilization of globally provided educational resourcesグローバルに提供される教育資源の活用

Reading and listening comprehension skills読解力・聴解力

Active self-study積極的な自学自習

Skills to gather and make use of information using ICTICTを活用した情報収集・活用力

Skills to put out information that are required in the age of 
globalization

グローバル化時代に求められる発信力

Critical thinking skills批判的思考力

Skills to express logically論理的表現力

Ability to discuss with people from diverse backgrounds多様な人々と議論する能力
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The first key competency is the academic skills required in the age of globalization. This is 
knowledge and talents that should serve as the foundation in acquiring advanced expertise and 
skills in engineering and to carry out business tasks globally. It goes without saying that this 
includes English and possibly other language skills, but the acquisition of language skills is not a 
sufficient condition for carrying out business tasks globally at all. As the promotion of business by 
the manufacturing industry accelerates as mentioned above, polytechnic graduates are also 
required not only to be knowledgeable of their area of expertise, but also to have an understanding 
of one's own and foreign cultures and societies and an insight into global-scale challenges that 
require action across country borders.

The second key competency is the skills to make effective use of globally provided educational 
resources. As mentioned earlier, today so-called MOOCs, Khan Academy, and other excellent 
educational resources are provided globally via the Internet. Such trends would bring major change 
to students, the working population, and other individuals' self-improvement and would instigate a 
fundamental transformation of how classes in educational institutions should be. Because of 
tougher competition caused by globalization, companies for which many polytechnic graduates 
work have no extra strength to educate their staff thoroughly by themselves as in the past. The 
attitude and skills to find educational resources and keep learning on their own have become 
increasingly important in remaining successful in a globalized society.

The third key competency is the skills to put out information that are required in the age of 
globalization. The importance of the skills to have one's own ideas and express them articulately in 
relationships with a diversity of people has increased because of the progress of globalization and 
tougher competitions caused by it or the servicing of the manufacturing industry and other new 
trends. Accuracy, diligence, efficiency, and other values will naturally be regarded as important in 
routine work processes, as in the past. However, engineers are expected to have the skills to put out 
information in a broad sense, such as logical and flexible ideas and the skills to express them 
effectively, and the skills to demonstrate them in active association with people with diverse 
backgrounds in the current situation where innovation and the building of problem-solving projects 
are the challenges of the industry for which many polytechnic graduates work.
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1.3 Structure of the project

With the objective of having students acquire the foregoing three key competencies, this project 
promotes largely three efforts.

The first effort is the globalization of education activities. Japan is one of the few countries where 
specialized and general subjects can be studied only in one's own language to a considerable degree. 
However, it is important to provide students with opportunities to study in English through 
textbooks of international standards and various online teaching materials, etc., in order not only 
to improve their English skills, but also to deepen their understanding of the subject. While in 
Japanese higher education institutions, the style of class in which teaching staff talk about the 
subject based on what they have written on the blackboard is dominant, the style of class that is 
becoming the international standard is active learning, in which teaching staff prompt students to 
speak out and have a dialog and have them actively participate in class to facilitate active learning. 
It is not to deny the one-sided class style, it is important to incorporate elements of active learning 
in class from the perspective of strengthening the skills to put out the information mentioned 
above. Needless to say, it is necessary to enrich education in relation to understanding foreign 
cultures, developing insight into global-scale issues and other issues that are peculiar to the age of 
globalization, and globalizing the methods and modes of education.

The second effort is the globalization of the campus. The campus here is a concept that includes 
not only simply the hard aspect of facilities, etc., but also the soft aspect of students and teaching 
staff. Specifically speaking, in addition to the maintenance of accommodation facilities for overseas 
guests and providing English translation for information boards, an increase in the numbers of 
Japanese students who study abroad, foreign students who come to Japan to study, or students 
who have foreign nationality, and furthermore, increased employment of teaching staff with 
international backgrounds, etc. Through these efforts we aim to build a campus with students and 
teaching staff from diverse backgrounds.

Figure 1-2 Restructuring of types of business
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The third effort is collaborative globalization. The globalization of education is a large-scale, wide-
ranging project. As what we can do with the college's resources alone is limited, we need to 
collaborate with educational institutions inside and outside of Japan and communities to promote 
the effort. Specifically, we will increase the number of overseas academic exchange partner schools 
and receive class support by foreign students of neighboring graduate schools and plan classes in 
collaboration with graduate schools that are leading in globalized education and work to hold 
special classes by people of the community, etc.

（図１−２内文言対訳）

訳　文原　文
Types of business in application＜申請時の事業分類＞

1. Development of global staff１. グローバル人材の育成

1. English-medium classes①英語による授業

2. Understanding of foreign cultures and global issues②異文化・地球課題理解

3. Acquisition of a third language③第二外国語習得

4. Strengthening of the skills to put out information④情報発信力強化

2. Globalization of the educational environment２. 教育環境のグローバル化

1. Practice of active learning using ICT①ICTを活用したアクティブラーニングの実践

2. Development of an environment for active learning②アクディブラーニング環境構築

3. Development of the campus environment③キャンパス環境の整備

3. Collaborative globalization３. 連携によるグローバル化

1. Collaborative education between regions and countries①地域・国際連携教育

2. Overseas education and internship②海外留学・インターン

3. Collaboration with other universities, etc.③他大学等との連携

Types of business after restructuring＜再編後の事業分類＞

1. Globalization of educational activity１. 教育活動のグローバル化

Partially English-taught classes英語を交えた授業

Understanding of foreign cultures and global issues異文化・地球課題理解

Acquisition of a third language第二外国語習得

Strengthening of the skills to put out information情報発信力強化

Active learningアクティブラーニング

2. Globalization of the campus２. キャンパスのグローバル化

Development of an environment for active learningアクティブラーニング環境構築

Facilities maintenance施設整備

3. Collaborative globalization３. 連携によるグローバル化

Educational collaboration between regions and countries地域・国際連携教育

Overseas education and internship海外留学・インターン

Collaboration with other universities他大学等との連携
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AL

ICT

Figure 1-3 Relationships between projects and key competencies
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Contents of the globalization project２

2.1 Globalization of educational activity

2.1.1 Partially English-taught classes

(1) About partially English-taught classes

The effort with partially English-taught classes is to provide opportunities to study general and 
specialized subjects in English. This does not mean that all classes are taught only in English, but 
it is to incorporate the following elements in class:
1) Making use of English books
2) Viewing of MOOCs and other online teaching materials
3) Making use of the Japanese-English keyword list (2.1.1. 3) Refer to 2. Making an English 
version of the syllabus and Japanese-English keyword list)
4) Class revision in English
5) Providing part of the test paper in English

(2) Aim of partially English-taught classes

The effort with partially English-taught classes has two aims. The first effort is to provide 
opportunities to touch on the international standard for the subject or make preparations for it. 
Although with a few exceptions and to varying degrees, standard natural sciences and engineering 
subjects have standard English textbooks with globally established reputations. Also for students 
to understand the subject in greater depth, it is important to touch on such textbooks at the 
international standard and make effective use of them or to look up how to say the subject's 
keywords in English in preparation for reading them.

The second effort is to improve student's English skills. As is well known, it is considered that it 
takes at least around 3,000 hours of study to acquire the English language. However, the numbers 
of hours allocated for English courses in junior high schools are not more than around 350, and 
those during the five years in polytechnics do not even amount to 500. Namely, a minimum of 2,000 
hours is required outside of English courses to acquire the English language. It is crucial to 
encourage self-study and to make effective use of courses other than English courses to have 
students acquire practical English skills, as higher education institutions specialized in 
engineering can hardly afford to increase the number of course hours for English.

(3) Efforts towards the implementation of partially English-taught classes

　To facilitate partially English-taught classes, Ibaraki College has facilitated the following efforts:

1. Providing teaching staff with training for partially English-

taught classes

　As a first step to a qualitative and quantitative 
improvement in partially English-taught classes, we planned 
and carried out a training program by external specialized 
instructors in 2014 and 2015. This training program largely 
constituted two parts. The objective of the first part was to 
switch the style of class on which partially English-taught Training class
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classes were based, where participants learned not the style of class in which the instructor keeps 
talking about the subject with hardly any interaction with students, but the student-participating 
style of class, in which students actively think and speak out, and they practiced it in Japanese. 
The objective of the second part was to practice teaching classes in English, where the participants 
practiced carrying out part of the class that was converted to the student-participating style in 
Japanese earlier, but in English this time.

2. Making an English version of the syllabus and Japanese-English keyword list

　Last year we completed an English version of the syllabus 
for virtually all course subjects and uploaded the 
information to the college website. It is distinct in that it is 
not a sheer English translation of the existing syllabus but 
refers to English online resources related to class and 
standard English textbooks that were newly purchased and 
housed in the library. In addition, Ibaraki College continued 
with making the Japanese-English keyword list. Like the 
English version of the syllabus, a Japanese-English 
keyword comparison table with around 50 entries selected 
by the teaching staff is created for all subjects, which is in the form of a book with a collection of 
keywords. This is a large-scale wordbook, so to speak, that is directly related to all the curriculums 
of Ibaraki College.

3. Enrichment of English books

　We added and developed on a large scale English books, 
etc., that are essential for carrying out partially English-
taught classes and strengthening students language skills. 
The first point is to enrich the library books that are related 
to course subjects. It is decided that staff will select 
standard English textbooks and reference books that are 
appropriate for the all the subjects of the specialized course 
and all the compulsory specialized subjects of the general 
course and will arrange to provide them in the library and 
will provide information on the syllabus for the year to 
notify students of it.

The second point is to provide books that contribute to the promotion of students' understanding 
of foreign cultures and global-scale challenges. We purchased not only virtually all volumes of the 
Lonely Planet series, a globally renowned travel guidebook series but also the OECD's major 
reports of socioeconomic issues and technology policies, etc., selectively, and furthermore, set up a 
United Nations section.

The third point is to provide books that contribute to students' studying abroad and an 
improvement in their language abilities. In accordance with the recent trend of discussion on the 
implementation of external English examinations, etc., we increased the numbers of TOEFL and 
IELTS books substantially and purchased language books for the acquisition of a third language. 
We also purchased books that help prepare for the British IGCSE, GCE O-level, and A-level 
examinations.

English version of syllabus

English book section in the library of the 
National Institute of Technology Ibaraki 
College
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(4) Facilitation of the efforts and future prospect

Since 2015, each teaching staff not only taught 
classes in English, but also taught the summary of 
class contents using self-made printed materials and 
videos written in English, gave some of their test 
questions in English, incorporated English keywords 
in tests, made effective use of English online teaching 
materials, incorporated English materials into group 
work materials used to create presentations, and 
creatively facilitated other various efforts.
And since 2016, science-stream subjects for lower 
grade regular course students and advance course 
students are taught in English by specially designated assistant professors with international 
backgrounds.
 It is confirmed by some that although their influence and effects cannot be measured in the short 

term, partially English-taught classes allow students to familiarize themselves with the English 
language in relatively early stages and help improve their English vocabulary.
 Towards the start of sub-major global and related subjects, we plan to provide teaching staff 
with support for self-improvement as in the previous year and to facilitate efforts to provide 
training specialized for English-medium classes, as well as to provide partially English-taught 
classes as in the past.

2.1.2 Understanding of foreign cultures and global-scale challenges

　It is of importance to have students acquire the abilities required for an accurate understanding 
of Japan's unique culture and history, an understanding of foreign cultures with their own identity, 
the spirit to resolve global-scale and international issues in collaboration with people from 
countries and regions of different value systems and cultures, and solutions (cultural self-
understanding, cultural world view, the ability to understand foreign cultures, communication 
skills, intellectual curiosity, cultural tolerance). Ibaraki College plan to set up a globalized 
education-related subject Global Awareness for all first-year students in conjunction with the 2017 
department restructuring.

(1) Development of Global Awareness, a subject related to globalization study

In order to develop courses that build the skills required to resolve issues in collaboration with 
people with different value systems and cultures, we worked with the Graduate School for 
International Development and Cooperation, Hiroshima University, in August 2014 and invited 
the head of the graduate school, Akimasa Fujiwara, for a lecture on the practice of globalized 
education in the Graduate School for International Development and Cooperation (the contents of 
the business collaboration are referred to in 2.3.3(4)1. Collaboration with the Graduate School for 
International Development and Cooperation, Hiroshima University).
Ten assistant students and teaching staff in charge of the project visited the graduate school for 
three days from September 7–9, 2015, to take an intensive course in the study of international 
cooperation on the following schedule (refer to Table 2-1). The classes were video recorded, and 
assistant students were given questionnaires. Debate was also held as an opportunity to associate 
with foreign students and as fieldwork or group work in Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park.

Video of revision using English (introduction 
to economics for fourth-year students)
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Table 2-1 Intensive class in 2015

September 9, 2015September 8, 2015September 7, 2015

Class 4
Study of international peace 
cooperation

Class 5
Study of international 
educational cooperation
Group work
Debate

Class 2
　Global partnership
Class 3
Study of international 
environmental cooperation
Fieldwork
Visit to Hiroshima Peace 
Memorial Park

Class 1
International cooperation 
projects in Japan
Association with foreign 
students

Intensive class Visit to Hiroshima Peace 
Memorial Park

In 2016, four assistant students and teaching staff in charge of the project visited the Graduate 
School for International Development and Cooperation, Hiroshima University, as in 2015 and took 
an intensive course for three days from September 5–7 mainly with the objective of developing 
group work teaching materials. This project plans to make use of video recording data, the 
development of group work teaching materials, assistant students questionnaires, etc., of the 
intensive courses over the past two years as reference materials for the new subject Global 
Awareness. In 2016, five students will participate from the National Institute of Technology, Kure 
College, which will result in the horizontal development of the project.

2.1.3 Acquisition of a third language

What constitutes the core of academic skills required in the age of globalization is language 
skills. In addition to our mother tongue of Japanese and the universal language of English, it is 
important to familiarize oneself with a third language to also deepen the understanding of 
Japanese and English. The new curriculum for 2017, which will be implemented after the 
restructuring of the department, is set to further strengthen this third language education (refer to 
3.2 Overview of the restructuring and future challenges). In the past, Ibaraki College has provided 
once-a-week third language courses (French, German, Chinese, Korean) to students in their fifth 
year. Under the new curriculum third language courses will be provided to students in their fourth 
year as well as in their fifth year so that they will be exposed to a third language in an earlier stage 
and will be able to learn it more in depth.
 Lecturers are to be native speakers of the third languages taught, as are they now. It is expected 
that they will spend part of the increased course hours on providing opportunities to deepen 
students' understanding of the country's culture and society, which are indeed the prerequisites of 
language acquisition.
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2.1.4　 Strengthening of the skills to put out information

In recent years, it has become usual for companies to conduct international business. Many 
manufacturing companies have overseas centers nowadays, engineers in charge are required to see 
things from a global perspective and understand and know the positions of both local subsidiaries 
and one's own company, and take action according to the circumstances. The skills to go to 
international scenes by oneself and think, state one's opinion, draw others' opinions, discuss, and 
work on the project flexibly with multinational members cannot be obtained overnight. To 
strengthen the skills to put out information, it is necessary to receive participating-type training 
from the early stages in college. Ibaragi Prefecture is a blessed environment in which many global 
companies and University of Tsukuba with many foreign students and foreign-national researchers 
and students live. The National Institute of Technology, Ibaraki College, which borrowed help from 
such staff, has a perpetual human resources development plan that is unique to the National 
Institute of Technology, Ibaraki College.

PBL-type subject Global Mechanical Engineering

With the objective of developing the promotion of the skills that put out information, we 
established PBL-type subject Global Engineering PBL in September 2015) in collaboration with the 
Graduate School of Systems and Information Engineering, University of Tsukuba (for the contents 
of the partner project, refer to 2.3.3(4)2 Collaboration with the Graduate School of Systems and 
Information Engineering, University of Tsukuba). Five foreign students enrolled in the doctoral 
program of the Graduate School of Systems and Information Engineering, University of Tsukuba, 
provided educational guidance to the seven Ibaraki College students in the specialized course in 
English.

1. Ice Break Meeting

In September, an Ice Break meeting was held between 
University of Tsukuba students and Ibaraki College students at 
University of Tsukuba. Each of the foreign students from 
University of Tsukuba (five from China, Malaysia, Brazil, Italy, 
and Bangladesh) and seven first-year Ibaraki College students 
first gave a five-minute presentation to introduce themselves on 
the first day. Subsequently Ibaraki College students visited each 
of the research labs of which the University of Tsukuba foreign 
students are members, which allowed them for an opportunity to 
touch on University of Tsukuba's cutting-edge research.
 After the session to visit the labs, in order to pair students that give and receive guidance, we 

provided foreign students and Ibaraki College students with time to talk to each other individually 
and discussed their own ideas as to what theme they could collaborate with each other. Based on 
these results, we assigned foreign students to Ibaraki College students to take charge of them.

2. Group association by email, Line, etc.

As both University of Tsukuba students and Ibaraki College students had to associate 
themselves with each other within the range that does not disrupt class, the students used email 
and Line between themselves after the Ice Breaker Meeting.

Students discussing topics for 
association
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3. Final meeting

The National Institute of Technology, Ibaraki College provided 
an opportunity in March to publish the results of the approach 
from an interdisciplinary perspective and the association with 
foreign students in accordance with the aims of the project to 
deepen foreign students' and Ibaraki College students' 
understanding of each other's countries by associating themselves 
with each other. Each Ibaraki student summarized in PowerPoint 
what they had learned from associating with foreign students for 
about a half year and gave a presentation using it in front of the teaching staff and students of both 
University of Tsukuba and Ibaraki College.

In 2016, a summer intensive course was held (in September), which was taught by the specially 
designated foreign-national assistant professor hired in March 2016, Dyah Sulistyanintyas, to have 
students experience collaboration with a group of people with foreign cultures through English 
discussions with the foreign students from the foregoing graduate school.

The results of this intensive course are to be made use of for the new course, Global PBL, which is 
a problem-solving course that will continuously be taught by teaching assistants.

Global PBL Intensive Course 2016

As a follow up of the outcomes obtained by the collaboration program with the University of 
Tsukuba which has been running since the previous academic year, a new subject of global problem 
based learning (PBL training) was introduced as the summer intensive course in September 2016. 
The main instructor teacher of the course is Dyah Sulistyanintyas who is a foreign specially-
appointed assistant professor adopted in March 2016. The objectives of global PBL training, such 
also described in the previous chapter about the three key competencies, are to provide students 
the current trend knowledge about science and technology in the era of globalization, to encourage 
students have insight on science and technology through communication in English with the help of 
foreign teaching assistants (TA) and teachers, and to make students acquire skills for solving the 
problem through attitude of cooperation among multinational societies.
Global PBL intensive course has been implemented on 5-8 September 2016 as scheduled. The 

session of clicker time and ice breaking programs were inserted almost every day in the schedule, 
which is intended to attract students to have the courage for giving votes or to opinion on a 
questionnaire and aims to melt the ‘frozen’ atmosphere among them. The questionnaire material in 
the clicker time session varies from simple things such about the favorite animated characters, the 
appreciation of the artwork sketches, the idol medalist in the Rio de Janeiro Olympics, and the self-
estimation of English language skills to themselves. The ice-breaking program in the course 
provided the pair-friend introduction, interviewing a teaching assistant in a group, and ‘strawberry’ 
or ‘ichigo’ Q &A.
Global environment issues that raised as discussion themes in the global PBL intensive course 
2016 were about the garbage mountain problems such occurred in China / Venezuela / Indonesia, 
the clean and healthy water problem in Indonesia, and how to introduce tap water as healthy 
drinking water in Indonesia. Three foreign students of the master program and one foreign student 
of the doctoral program of the University of Tsukuba were invited as teaching assistants (TA) who 
have actively supported the 31 participants of 4th and 5th grade students of Ibaraki College from 
thinking the problems, searching as much as information whether via searching internet or 

Results session
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exploring information from TAs and teachers, developing discussion using logical, critical and 
lateral thinking skills from six perspectives of history and economy, culture, education and 
technology, social, geographical condition, law and local policy, to finding solution by exploring 
ideas in the realm of science and technology, and to express the findings through oral or poster 
presentation in English.
On the first day, most students complained about the lack of speaking in English, however, by 
the encouragements and supports from TAs and teachers, implementation of schedule that 
included the clicker time and ice-breaking program almost every day and the speech trainings 
through oral and poster presentation within increasingly long duration, finally on the last day all 
students could perform brilliantly to present their findings in English. Even though it was the four 
hard days, all students enjoyed to play an active role in the overall program, seemed to feel free 
when speaking or discussing with TAs whose the closer age with them, and through the mutual 
cooperation among students, TAs and teachers, the desired target could be achieved in the course.
Detail of the implementation of Global PBL Intensive Course 2016 could be read in the 
attachment. Results obtained from this global PBL intensive course would be utilized to hold a new 
subject of global PBL training based on problem-solving course every academic year in National 
Institute of Technology, Ibaraki College.

Poster Tour Presentation WG Discussion Participants in Global PBL 2016

2.1.5 Active learning

(1) Survey of the actuality of active learning

In September 2014, we visited Nangyang Polytechnic in Singapore, which practices active 
learning, and visited the essential facilities and learned how they teach and develop classes. As for 
training activities in Japan, we participated in an active learning training session in the National 
Institute of Technology, Hakodate College, in January 2015, which was hosted by the National 
Institute of Technology, Sendai College, and learned the methodology of the class. We also 
examined the status quo of the National Institute of Technology, Hakodate College, and 
investigated the possibility of an active learning training session being held at Ibaraki College.

(2) Active Learning (AL) using Information and Communication Technology (ICT)

To make students' learning activity active, it is necessary to run the following four-phased cycle: 
1. verification of the situation of students, 2. setting a goal, 3. effective use of the media, and 4. 
creating an environment for students to output what they have learned. To help students with 
these, it is necessary to know what kinds of active learning methods are available and using what 
kind of an ICT tool makes it efficient. The practice of active learning using ICT is defined in this 
project as a tool to acquire the following six competencies: 1. making effective use of English 
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educational resources, 2. ability to learn on one's own, 3. ability to think, 4. accurate output, 5. 
flexible thinking, and 6. creativity.
Figure 2-1 shows an awareness survey on third-year students in a specialized class. The upper 
row indicates specialized teaching staff, the lower row general teaching staff, teaching staff A and E 
teaching staff that actively incorporate active learning in their classes among the foregoing 
teaching staff that have undertaken English and active learning training sessions, teaching staff C 
teaching staff with a short teaching experience, and teaching staff F teaching staff whose classes 
had received high reputation. In classes that employ the AL method, students' awareness have 
changed from such quantitative difficulty as the instructor writes a lot on the blackboard to such 
qualitative difficulty as the class contents are hard to understand, and it is clear from their 
attendance rates that they are challenging and manageable classes for many students. The 
characteristics of classes that employ the AL method are that there are students that answer that it 
is their fault that they do not understand the class, and it is clear that they have started to feel 
their responsibility.

Figure 2-1 Assessment of a class taught by an instructor (using clickers, July 2016)

（図２−１内文言対訳）

訳　文原　文
Teaching staff A教員A

Teaching staff B教員B

Teaching staff C教員C

Teaching staff D教員D

Teaching staff E教員E

Teaching staff F教員F

Too easy簡単すぎ

Easy to understand良く分かる

Writes a lot on the blackboard板書が多い

Difficult難しい

It is my fault that I do not understand the class自分のせいで分からない

It is the instructor's fault that I do not understand先生のせいで分からない

Otherその他
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(3) Making use of video media and the sharing of class contents

One style of class for active learning is the flipped classroom model. This style of class aims to 
help assimilate knowledge by introducing knowledge using a dedicated video and having students 
practice in class in accordance with their progress. Such style of class teaches classes by having 
dedicated videos on the network as substitutes for classes. Having additional videos on the network 
as self-study resources and to review previous classes, etc., can be given as one usage of lecture 
videos. To provide such student services, whether students can actually access the services and 
whether it is easy enough for teaching staff to create such videos are a crucial point of view, let 
alone that an environment to share videos and slides with speech features, etc., is required.
The results of a log analysis of videos of some classes shared tentatively on the Internet 
(YouTube) in 2014 to study students' responses to video sharing are shown in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2 Video access logShared video

A total of around 40 videos (for midterm exams) of 12 classes of 50 minutes were shared. Shown 
in Figure 2-2 is the number of access to the videos and it is confirmed with a separate 
questionnaire that 38 participants out of 40 actually accessed the videos. The four days when a 
sudden increase in the access were immediately before the midterm examinations, from which we 
can confirm that it helps students study to prepare videos if really necessary and that students do 
not mind accessing the videos.

In 2015, we tested the class style using Google Apps in addition to the sharing in 2014. As there 
was no size limit on videos shared on Google Apps, we could confirm that sharing the lecture 
videos did not require editing and saved teaching staff the trouble of editing videos, etc., but no 
records of video views or detailed access analysis of the videos was available and the effects on 
students were limited.
In 2016, we used Office Mix, a new video-sharing platform. Figure 2-3 shows the student access 
log page. The video was shared by students prior to the experiment, the focus of the class was to 
conduct an experiment and analysis, and teachings were all put in the video. As a result, we 
confirmed that almost all students had watched the video. Furthermore, we also confirmed that 
we could use our existing slides with easy operations, which would reduce teaching staff's problem 
of creating new slides.
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Since the 2015 fall semester, we have been using the OneNote Class notebook as another tool to 
share class contents and gather student reports. The OneNote class notebook is one of the tools 
that can be used from Office 365, which enables users to manually write and creates three types of 
space by granting access privileges automatically: a contents library for teaching staff that is an 
area where students are not allowed to write, shared workspace where all students and teaching 
staff are allowed to write, and space for teaching staff and each student to write one-on-one. The 
use of this took enables teaching staff that heavily writes on the blackboard to share class 
contents without having to edit them if they have access to a computer and projector. Shown below 
are examples of the use of OneNote class notebook used in class.

Use of PowerPoint Proofreading of reports Hand-written lecture

(4) Making use of online educational resources, checking students' learning records, and improving 

class efficiency

As tools for students to study their subjects on their own prior to class, there are many free 
resources found on the Internet, let alone using textbooks, the traditional way of studying. 
Especially Open Course Ware videos and other resources by leading overseas universities that have 
been shared since early 2000 can be made use of to study a subject interdisciplinarily across 
multiple areas both qualitatively and quantitatively. In this project we needed to survey to what 
degree English deters lower-grade students from learning in their specialized classes. An online 
resource for K12 called Khan Academy was what we used to verify these. As a result of conducting 
a preliminary survey in 2013, the year before this project started, using math contents, we verified 
that many students could try to solve simple calculation quizzes without any problems as shown in 
Figure 2-5. While self-study contents were only available in math in 2013, self-study contents were 
added to the calculator area in 2014.

Figure 2-3 Result of analysis of viewing by 
students

Videos for flipped class on Office Mix
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Figure 2-5 Statistics of use of math 
contents

Practice using Khan Academy

We had students learn programming using these and asking them questions in a computer lab. 
In 2015, we created complete learning contents and managed students' learning progress on a 
Learning Management System (LMS) Blackboard (hereafter referred to as BB) without using Khan 
Academy. In so doing, we repeated the four steps in the following contents layout on BB: 1. watch 
related videos as homework and write a summary report, 2. check functions and other features of 
the LMS quiz (Japanese), 3. perform programming tasks and submit the results, and 4. weekly 
revision.

 Example content layout on BB　 Figure 2-4 Percentage 
of unachieved 
challenges and means

Figure 2-5 Revision questionnaire

Shown in Figure 2-4 are the percentage of unachieved tasks given in the previous term and 
average scores. Regarding the sense of hatred for English contents, one can tell from the results of 
a questionnaire in Figure 2-5 that although many students found it hard at week 2, students 
started to get information from English contents week after week. That is, it is suggested that 
students can work on contents in the areas of their specialty on their own even if they are in 
English.
 By the way, there are instances where clickers are used as a method of surveys on students' 

responses in scenes where online contents and LMS are not used. It is effective in cases where 
students need to answer questions that are hard to answer without being anonymous, and their 
answers are shared as shown in Figure 2-1. In 2015, we used clickers for the purpose of having 
students participate in contemporary social studies, English, and geography classes. In 2016, we 
used clickers in specialized classes for a method of lecture called peer instruction, in which 
questions that students tended to answer incorrectly were tabulated using clickers, and students 
discussed the questions with one another and corrected their mistakes.
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In an attempt to attract other students, we tried to have students learn the concept of mole in 
chemistry classes using the local shopping street character called mole. In year 2 chemistry classes, 
we tried to have students assimilate the concept by watching videos about chemical elements and 
reactions.

Collaboration with local character in chemistry class

(5) Practicing student-oriented classes and experiments using group activity

To acquire thinking abilities, accurate output, and flexible thinking to accomplish work in 
collaboration with others, it is necessary to learn that one can obtain ideas one does not have from 
others, through experiences of studying on a team. It is desirable to acquire such teamwork 
through practice, not through lecture-based classes. This project has incorporated group-based 
study in several courses. The image below is of group-based study using ICT support in a lower 
grade experiment. The students are working to improve PET bottle rockets using a wireless table 
projector, tablet, and digital video camera.

 GeographyUse of clickers in class - modern society English

 Discussion on computer Measuring rocket's movement from projected image Comparitive study of actual movement and PC simulation
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As another attempt, we tried implementing group study methods to have students understand 
foreign cultures and other social science subjects. Although there is a misunderstanding that 
memorization is the way to score high on social studies tests, social studies are actually the study in 
which to view blocks of sequential information from a certain perspective and explore problems. As 
such, it is necessary to study place, time, climate, economy, culture, and other data elaborately and 
integrate multiple points of view. Such work is actually hard to do alone, and one tends to have no 
sufficient knowledge of it. As such, we carried out a group study of certain districts in year 1 
geography classes.

PowerPoint presentation in geography 
class (2015)

Poster tour presentation (2016)

In 2015, we mainly used PowerPoint tentatively, but it was observed that students tended to put 
too much focus on digital editing. In 2016, we could direct our efforts to actual problems by 
summarizing points on posters made of simili paper taking advantage of the reflections and 
confirmed that science-stream students also could gather, share, and study information on social 
studies.
In another attempt at group work, students are made to solve problems in groups. Although 

many science-stream problems, unlike humanities subjects, have straightforward answers to some 
degree, answers provided by teaching staff are so sophisticated that only a relatively small number 
of students can understand in many cases. As such, it was confirmed that teaching staff could make 
students understand the whole by making them teach each other and that teaching staff could 
build lectures that would cause high-achieving students to have more in-depth understanding by 
letting them have an experience of teaching.

(6) ICT tool course

The ICT tools that have become available by 2016 in our college are the following three: BB, 
which is LMS as a cloud-based teaching material sharing system, Office 365 (hereafter referred to 
as 365), and Google Apps (hereafter referred to as GApps).
These systems were hard to make use of as they were 
implemented in a little different time, and teaching staff 
had to get used to it. As mentioned earlier, although some 
teaching staff made use of it by learning how to use it on 
their own, not all teaching staff could make use of it. As 
such, we provided training sessions for 365 and BB in May 
2016. Unfortunately, the results were not satisfactory due 
to big gaps between teaching staff's ICT skills and a lack of 
talent, we organized the ICT tools as self-study contents 
using the above systems so that teaching staff could access 
and learn them anytime.

ICT tool self-learning training course
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2.2　 Globalization of the campus

2.2.1　 Development of an environment for active learning

The environment required for the facilitation of 2.1.5 Active learning was developed in the 
following manner.

(1) Classrooms for active learning

In 2014, we renovated the mechanical engineering's lab room in another building and set up an 
interactive projector that can use existing whiteboards and tables as computer monitors and a large 
display to develop the lab room as a shared lab room where active learning can be facilitated. We 
also started the preparations to implement clickers.

(2) Providing classes and seminars in the Shared Lab

In 2015, classes and seminars using ICT were held in the Shared Lab as follows (refer to Table 2-
2). Since the 2015 fall semester, the Shared Lab has been made use of not only for mechanical 
engineering classes but also for geography and other classes as shown below. In the 2016 spring 
semester, up to 15 hours of classes were taught in the Shared Lab in a week in addition to the 2015 
spring semester courses.

 Table 2-2 List of courses using ICT

Hours of useIntended 
studentsCourse

2 hours per weekFirst yearMechanical systems engineering experiment 
(M)

2015 / 2016
spring semester 2 hours per weekFirst yearDesign drawing, basic drawing, drawing 

practical (M)

4 hours per weekFifth yearMechanical systems engineering experiment 
(M)

1 hour per weekThird yearMetrology I (M)

2016
spring semester

2 hours per weekThird yearIndustrial dynamics (M)
4 hours per weekFirst yearPhysics
4 hours per weekFirst yearGeography
2 hours per weekThird yearProcess Engineering I (M)
2 hours per weekThird yearMaterials engineering I (M)

2 days
Elementary / 
junior high 
school 
students

Fun Science Seminar (M)Summer holiday

1 hour per weekFourth yearMetrology I (using ICT, group work) (M)

2015 fall semester

1 hour per weekFifth yearMetrology II (using ICT, group work) (M)

2 hours per weekFirst yearBasic mechanical systems practical 
(experiment) (M)

4 hours per weekFourth yearMechanical systems engineering experiment 
(M)

2 hours per weekFirst yearDesign drawing, basic drawing, drawing 
practical (M)

1 hour per weekFourth yearMechanical systems practical III (M)
4 hours × 2 times × 
3 classesFirst yearGeography (group work, presentation)
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(3) Hiring teaching assistants for active learning

From December 2015 to March 2016 we hired two technical assistants and conducted a survey 
and operational test on active learning support and equipment. In 2016, we will work to develop the 
environment with one kept employed for the horizontal development of active learning cases.
It is hard for one teaching staff to look up everything to use ICT for active learning, and the 
management of ICT tool server systems requires technology literacy. The employment of teaching 
assistants largely has two purposes: The first is to gather examples of problems and create a user's 
guide that enables regular technical staff and assistants to help prepare and operate ICT hardware 
tools, projectors, computers, clickers, etc., in class. The other is to gather examples of server 
management and examples of troubleshooting carried-in computers and create a user's guide that 
enables existing clerical and technical staff and other support staff to carry out those. For the 
former, we provided students with a password, login ID, and other operational support using BB for 
tests and helped prepare clickers in geography classes in 2015. In 2016, we provided students with 
login IDs to 365 and other operational support, in addition. In parallel to that, we also gathered 
examples of active learning and made it available on Gapps for sharing.
 For the latter, we are investigating how to deliver videos to provide classes in more than one 
classroom concurrently in addition to registering lectures with LMS, which is an ICT tool, and 
creating files to add students. We are also acting as a point of contact for troubleshooting computers 
carried in by students in negotiating with vendors. We plan to provide staff training from the fall 
semester in parallel to other work to eliminate technical problems in classes from next year.

Experiment in fun science seminar

(4) Making use of e-learning

In 2015, we successfully had students study tasks efficiently and effectively by making use of e-
learning teaching materials that can manage students' learning progress as homework in English 
and related classes. Regarding "e-learning helps (seems to help) improve my English skills," it was 
confirmed that the total of "I agree to a substantial degree" and "I agree" was as high as 83%, and 
we therefore continued its use in 2016.
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2.2.2　 Development of the campus environment

To promote globalization, we carried out the following campus developments:

(1) Securing partners

On September 25, 2014, the principal of Ibaraki College participated in the 8th International 
Symposium on Advances in Technology Education (ISATE2014) symposium in Singapore. We gave 
a lecture on globalization and advertised this project. From December 16–20, 2015, we visited one 
junior high school, one senior high school, five polytechnics, and one university in the Liaoning 
Province of China to study the status quo of engineer training in China and advertised polytechnic 
education.

Principal Kusakabe gives lecture at 
Dalian University

Inspection of mechanical facilities in Liaonan 
technical laborer school

(2) Creation of Japanese PV

We created Japanese PV in 2014 and published it on the website. We plan to create its English 
version in 2016.

(3) Creating an overview leaflet of the FY 2015 global business

Leaflet

(4) Securing foreign-national staff

　To plan and facilitate English-medium science-stream classes, we hired a specially designated 
Indonesian assistant professor in March 2015.

(5) Securing foreign-national students

Over the two years from 2014 to 2015, we studied the information session for foreign residents 
who wish to enroll to a high school in Japan by Ibaraki International Association and the foreign 
national parent-student high school admission guidance hosted by the foregoing association in 
Tsuchiura and Mito.
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In 2015, we sent the Vietnamese version of Ibaraki College's prospectus to 20 Japanese language 
schools and the embassy. We also created Ibaraki College's prospectus in many languages (Korean, 
Russian, Vietnamese, Arabic, Chinese) and provided them to 65 Japanese language schools.
We conducted a special entrance examination for foreign nationals for the 2015 academic year, 

which one applicant took.

(6) Effective use of the college dormitory

In 2014, we redesigned the college dormitory into a share house-style dormitory where individual 
space and communal space coexist and had it renovated in 2015.

Communal area in the dormitory Two-bedded room

We are working to establish rules for each communal area in the share house and provide 
opportunities for association through preparations for daily journals and monthly reports by turns. 
We are also considering preparing a program that completes in a week for foreign students who 
wish to study in Japan for a short time. For college dormitory places for foreign students in 2016, 
refer to Table 2-3.

Table 2-3 2016 places for foreign students in dormitory

Number of 
placesDatePeriodPurpose of stay (country)

1June10 weeks
Institut National des Sciences Appliquées 
de Rouen students (France)
Intra-college program

3May or after3-6 months
Institut National des Sciences Appliquées 
de Rouen students (France)
Internship, stay in dormitory

1September or after1 year
Graduate students of Cherepovets State 
University (Russia)
Internship

5September4 days
Graduate students of  University of 
Tsukuba (any country)
Teaching assistant

A fewDecember or after2 weeks
Chosun College of Science & Technology 
students (Korea)
Internship

(7) Setting up a study-abroad section Global Lounge

In 2014, we gathered information on AFS Intercultural Programs, Japan, YFU (Youth For 
Understanding), YFU Japan Inc., Ayusa International, and other organizations and scholarships 
available for studying abroad. In 2015, we lined the side of the entrance hall of the management 
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building with books about countries where language training and overseas internship are provided 
and books that introduce Japanese culture to foreigners and set up a reading space. Information on 
studying abroad is also displayed in this section.

(8) Providing English application forms and creating an English employment contract (template)

In 2015, to increase the number of foreign employees and foreign students enrolled in year 1, we 
developed the system for the administrative office to accept those whose command of the Japanese 
language is not satisfactory and translated documents related to the employment and admission of 
foreign nationals and documents that are referred to routinely. Furthermore, we created a template 
for English employment contracts upon receipt of advice from experts that it is preferable to create 
legally binding documents that notify the parties concerned of the contents of the employment 
contract for the protection of the benefits of both parties when hiring foreign nationals that have a 
sense of the law and awareness of rights that are different from those of the Japanese.

(9) Creating a classroom tag in English and Japanese

In 2015, the technology staff of Ibaraki College changed all the classroom tags in the college 
buildings, approx. 400, to those written in both English and Japanese.

Classroom tag in English and 
Japanese

Information board in 
English and Japanese
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2.3 Collaborative globalization

2.3.1 Regionally and globally collaborative education
　To globalize Ibaraki College, we will collaborate with other organizations to exchange 
information, associate with their HR departments, and build networks. Aiming to expand our 
globalization activity for collaboration in the community that includes local companies, in addition 
to international collaboration, gathering information from graduates who have experienced living 
abroad, collaboration with overseas universities, and making use of international personal 
networks developed from it and more, we implemented the following projects.

(1) Community collaboration including local companies, making use of graduates

1. Employing a graduate as a lecturer of Industrial Sociology for an intensive summer 
course

　Several Ibaraki College graduates with a long work experience have been teaching an intensive 
summer course Industrial Sociology since 2014. Instructors are three graduates of Ibaraki College: 
a graduate who has worked abroad and has an experience with overseas plant construction, a 
graduate who has been training employees as an engineer and manager in addition to corporate 
activity, and a graduate who has started a business and been successful as a businessperson, who 
have taught the basic knowledge and attitude that are practical and useful in internship, job-
seeking activity, and employee life.
　Students gave such feedback as follows: "I learned specifically what kind of activity to do in what 
kind of occupation after graduating from Ibaraki College," and "The course provided a good 
opportunity to think about my future." The course was backed by the instructor's experience and 
participated by 116 students, and the level of participants' understanding of the course was also 
high.

2. Holding a lecture session in a mechanical engineering class
　We asked six visiting professors to give lectures in mechanical systems engineering classes from 
October 2015 to February 2016. As shown in Table 2-4, the lectures spanned various areas from 
actual work in a plant, what the lecturer regrets not having learned, to a talk from a 
businessperson. Students were surprised and interested and listening closely to satellite, defense-
related areas, robot suits, and other actual processing scenes that require high precision. They 
seemed to realize unexpected aspects of precision processing such as "Chucking is also important," 
and "Measurement is also required in addition to manufacturing." Many students gave long 
feedback and the lecture session was very fruitful as seen from such feedback as "Town factories 
now give me a better impression," and "I have learned the importance of what I'm studying now."

 
Table 2-4 2015 Class participation by visiting mechanical engineering professors

Remarks including future plansDate and 
timeTitle of lecture (subject)2015 trial course

(instructor)Name№

Students seemed to learn a lot from the talk by Mr. 
Ishii, who have served as the head of a plant of a 
major wire rope manufacturer. This lecture session 
should continue in the future. We would like Mr. 
Ishii to give a lecture next year, too.

October 16, 
2015
Periods 3, 4

Regarding "raw materials 
of wire rope to processing 
processes, general and 
special uses," "what was 
not taught in polytechnics" 
and "what I regret not 
studying in depth," etc.

5M
Mechanical 
dynamics
(Hiroshi 
Ayubuchi)

Tsuneo Ishii

1
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3. Collaboration with external intercultural associations and friendship associations
　In 2014, foreign students participated in Hitachinaka International Association, COI 
Hitachinaka, Community Collaboration Support Center, Ibaraki College, and other events for 
foreign students.
　We hosted a social gathering for foreign students studying in Japan and visiting professors on 
January 14 of the same year in collaboration with the Community Collaboration Support Center, 
Ibaraki College, in which eight foreign students, two tutors, and three visiting professor of the 

A lecture session about the new technology that is 
starting to draw attention worldwide. Students have 
learned what it is to be successful as an engineer. It 
was a fantastic lecture that I feel all students should 
have attended.

December 
11, 2015
Periods 3, 4

A lecture by President Seki 
of Seki Press, who is in the 
same industry as Mr. 
Imahashi, who is a 
business owner. The lecture 
introduced the plastic 
processing technology 
called Tearing, which has 
recently been developed 
and is on sale. The 
technology's background up 
to its development and its 
current and future 
promotion, etc.

5M
Mechanical 
dynamics 
(Hiroshi 
Ayubuchi)

Masamori 
Imahashi

2

The innovative technology of Hitachi's electric power 
system business was introduced. The idea and 
process of innovative product making and the 
cutting-edge CAD/CAM/CAE technologies, in 
particular, were very interesting. On the other hand, 
the instructor could not elaborate due to a lack of 
time. It feels the duration of the lecture should be 
extended or the lecture should have fewer key points.

January 21, 
2016
Period 3

Hitachi's innovative 
technology that supports 
electric power system 
business
- Frontier of the 
CAD/CAM/CAE 
technologies -

5M
CAD・CAM・
CAE II
(Manabu 
Tominaga)

Junichi Hirai

3

Despite being important, the regular course 
education lacks this area. This lecture should be 
taught in all courses.

February 5, 
2016
Periods 2-4

Risk management basics4M
Mechanical 
systems 
engineering 
experiment
(Manabu 
Tominaga)

Mamoru, Miyaji

4

With actual materials, slides, and other enriching 
preparations, the lecture was convincing and 
students were listening with interest. The instructor 
brought and showed products he printed and created 
with a printer head and inkjet, but the classroom was 
too small a venue for participants to take them in 
hand and study them carefully. Also, the duration of 
class, 50 minutes, was not enough for the lecture.

October 9, 
2015
Period 5

Inkjet printer technology 
and materials dynamics

3M
Materials 
dynamics I
(Takeshi 
Oshikubo)

Kenichi Hisagai

5

Students were surprised and interested and listening 
closely to satellite, defense-related areas, robot suits, 
and other actual processing scenes that require high 
precision. They seemed to realize unexpected aspects 
of precision processing, such as "Chucking is also 
important," and "Measurement is also required in 
addition to manufacturing." It was good that the 
instructor's catchphrases such as "Measurement goes 
without saying, what's hard is geometrical tolerance," 
left students with an impression. The instructor also 
prepared the actual products on a long table, from 
one end to the other, providing enough time for 
participants to take them in hands and study, and 
many students, holding the actual products in their 
hands, asked the him questions even after the 
lecture. Also, many students gave long feedback, such 
as "Town factories now give me a better impression," 
and "I have learned the importance of what I'm 
studying now." With Year 2 students having just 
started processing in practical and being increasingly 
interested in processing, this lecture gave them a 
very good kick. I would like the instructor to give a 
lecture for 2M students next year, too, as well as to 
give similar lectures for year 4 and 5 students.

October 29, 
2015
Period 1

Cutting and processing 
work - from processing to 
3D processing

2M
Mechanical 
systems - 
basics
(Kenji 
Shibusawa)

Takashi 
Kamoshida

6
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Community Collaboration Support Center, Ibaraki College 
participated. Foreign students talked about what they would 
like to do for their countries in the future, on which visiting 
professors gave advice from a business owner's perspective, 
also based on their own experience. Social gatherings for 
foreign students and visiting professors are to continue to be 
held in the future

4. Hands-on Saturday classes with community 
collaboration (group work by students of different 
grades) 

　With the cooperation of the Community Collaboration Support Center, Ibaraki College, we 
conducted a Torazuka Burial Mound study tour on Saturday, November 1, 2014 as a hands-on 
Saturday class. A graduate of Ibaraki College and the former head of the Hitachinaka Buried 
Cultural Property Investigation Center Atsushi Kamoshida (currently an Ibaraki Buried Cultural 
Property Instructor) led the study tour. The former head of the Hitachinaka Buried Cultural 
Property Investigation Center Kamoshida elaborated on the wall paintings of the Torazuka Burial 
Mount from an engineering perspective. As the second part of the tour, we studied the exhibition at 
the Buried Cultural Property Investigation Center. Students were learning that engineering 
perspectives are important in terms of the preservation of cultural heritage.

(2) Collaboration with overseas universities and the 
utilization of global human networks

　In 2014 and 2015, in order to collaborate with overseas 
universities to exchange information and build networks with 
them and associate with their HR departments, each course 
invited foreign researchers (both inside and outside of Japan) and 
had them give lectures to students and/or teaching staff as in 
Table 2-5.

 

Social gathering between foreign 
students and visiting professors

Lecture session

Table 2-5 Schedule of globalized education lecture sessions
CountryLecturerIntended participantsDateSubject№

IndiaKamala Kanta Satpathy
Head, Environment & Safety 
Division,Indira Gandhi Centre for 
Atomic Research

Advance course 
students

December 3, 
2014

Land Bio-diversity activities at 
Kalpakkam - A nuclear site1

ChinaXiaoxuan Che
Professor
Deputy head of the advanced 
energy research institute, Wuhan 
University

Electrical and 
Electronic System 
Engineering Years 3, 4, 
and 5 students and 
teaching staff

December 5, 
2014

The latest trend of solar power 
generation technology in China - what 
is necessary to deal with globalization -2

BangladeshIslam Muhammad Monirul
Assistant professor
North African Research Center
Graduate School of Pure and 
Applied Sciences, University of 
Tsukuba

Electronic and 
Computer Engineering  
Years 3, 4, and 5 
students and teaching 
staff

December 
16, 2014

The basic principles of solar power 
generation and its latest research trend

3

U.K.Wesley Ramm
CEO
Cyth Limited, Oxford, United 
Kingdom

Year 3 studentsJanuary 7, 
2015

Engineering Challenges for 
Interplanetary Hardware: Mars 
Exploration Rovers (MER)4

SwitzerlandPierre-Yves Donze
Special associate professor
The Hakubi Project, Kyoto 
University

Year 4 studentsJanuary 14, 
2015

Competitions between Switzerland and 
Japan in the clock industry (since 1980)5
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U.K.Robert Buckingham
Director
UK Atomic Energy Authority

Students who wish to 
participate

February 6, 
2015

Robotics for challenging environments - 
experiences in the nuclear industry6

U.S.Andrew Komasinski
Global program advisor
Asahikawa Campus, Hokkaido 
University of Education

Students who wish to 
participate

February 20, 
2015

The Secret to Improving your Language 
Skills: Moving from Learning Foreign 
Languages to Doing things you like in 
Foreign Languages

7

RussiaAndrey Shobukhov
Professor
Faculty of Computational 
Mathematics and Cybernetics, 
Moscow State University

Teaching staffLecture 1
2015/2/24
Lecture 2
2015/2/25
Lecture 3
2015/2/26

New Algorithms of Computational 
Fluid Dynamics

8

VietnamPho Duc Tai
Lecturer
Department of Mathematics, VNU 
University of Science

Students, teaching 
staff, and the general 
public

March 12, 
2015

An overview of the higher educational 
system in Vietnam9

U.S.Masahiro Kawaji
Professor
City University of New York

6/1: 5M students
6/2: Advance course 
1AM, 1AE students 
and teaching staff
6/3: Teaching staff
6/4: 3M students

June 1-4, 
2015

Lecture 1: How to measure a gas/liquid 
flow
Lecture 2: "The latest energy research 
in the United States" and "Application 
of thermal energy storage to 
automobiles"
Lecture 3: Engineering education and 
research and the management of 
engineering courses in North American 
undergraduate and graduate schools
Lecture 4: "The measurement of a 
gas/liquid flow," How to measure a 
gas/liquid flow"

10

ItalyGiancarlo Jug
Professor
Department of Science and High 
Technology
University of Insubria

Lecture 1: 4M, 
mechanical engineering 
instructors who wish to 
participate
Lecture 2: Year 5 
students (dynamics 
class), advance course 
Year 1 AM course, 
advance course AM 
course instructors who 
wish to participate

September 
15-16, 2015

Lecture 1: Low temperature physics of
　glasses and the role of harmonic　
and an-harmonic oscillations
Lecture 2: Theories of the glass
transition and the role of the 
classical mechanics11

MexicoErasto Armando Zaragoza 
Contreras
Senior researcher
Nagaoka University of Technology

C course students and 
teaching staff

November 
19, 2015

1. Lecture session: Amphiphilic 
anilinium salts for the synthesis of 
Polyanilines
2. Participating in a three-minute 
English speech
3. Seminar

12

IndiaDr. Kamala Kanta Satpathy
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic 
Research

Lecture 1: Advance 
course students
Lecture 2: All Year 3 
students

November 
19-20, 2015

Lecture 1: Bio-fouling and its control in 
power plant cooling system
Lecture 2: Environmental studies and 
its importance at nuclear power plant 
site- a case study

13

New 
Zealand

Noeline Lewis, Graeme Holdaway
English Center, Waiariki Institute 
of Technology　

Lectures (a total of 5): 
Regular course Year 2 
students (a total of 5 
sessions)
Lecture at the library 
cafe: Students, 
teaching staff, the 
general public

February 8-
13, 2016

1. New Zealand's culture and languages
(intended for Year 2 students)
2. Advance training for New Zealand 
language training (intended for 
training participants)14

U.K.Masaaki Inoue
Diamond light source Inc.

Lecture 1: Advance 
course Year 1 students
Lecture 2: Students, 
teaching staff, the 
general public

February 12, 
2016

Lecture 1: Structural Study of Protein 
Molecules with Small Angle X-ray 
Scattering
Lecture 2: Working and Living in 
Abroad

15

　Some examples of students' feedback were: "The words used were difficult but I could understand 
the lecture by comparing them with the slides," "I was asked to introduce myself in English out of 
the blue, which was a good experience," "About the lecture on Mars exploration rovers, I felt the 
difficulty of space development in that as the heavenly bodies are in movement constantly, there is 
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a need to make plans with many years ahead in mind," "About the lecture on clocks, I was 
reminded of the cultural differences between Switzerland and Japan once again, such as the 
Japanese seek accuracy in clocks whereas clocks are given a role as a fashion piece in Switzerland."

　Lecturers Graeme Holdaway and Noeline Lewis, whom we invited from Waiariki Institute of 
Technology in New Zealand in 2015, pointed out the following about the English skills of students 
at Ibaraki College. They also made remarks in terms of English class, environment with high 
English exposure, etc. While many students were capable of pair work and other types of output, 
some students were found to be unable to get used to new instructors because of the difficulty in 
building rapport, which slowed down the progress of class. Regarding the style of class, they have 
provided us with many suggestions that we should consider in the syllabus phase. They have also 
suggested that we speak only English on the school premises, and some of their suggestions are to 
be discussed later.

2.3.2 Studying abroad and internship
　As part of our globalizing activities, we improved our overseas dispatch system by securing study 
destinations, giving credits for internships, or extending the period for internships, in order to 
provide students with more opportunities to study or practice what they have learned in the global 
environment.

(1) Cooperation agreements with overseas universities
　In AY 2014, we renewed the memorandum with 
Waiariki Institute of Technology. We have been sending 
students to the institute for language training and 
intercultural experience since AY 2006. In August 2015, 
as the University of Guanajuato in Mexico set up a college 
courses, we signed an agreement with the university. Our 
principal, Kusakabe, and the deputy director of the 
international center attended the signing ceremony, 
which was held along with the launching ceremony for the 
college course. The ceremonies were reported by local 
newspapers. Exchange activities based on this agreement 
will be part of the Reinventing Japan Project (Latin America). After the agreement was 
established, we sent to Guanajuato two teaching staff and three students in AY 2015, and will send 
one teacher and two or three students this academic year. Guanajuato, on the other hand, sent five 
teaching staff and ten students to us in July 2016. 

　As the International Symposium on Technology for Sustainability (ISTS2016) was to be held in 
AY 2016, we signed an academic exchange agreement with Sekolah Vokasi Universitas Gadjah 
Mada (vocational school of Gadjah Mada University, Indonesia) in June. We will organize 
ISTS2016 with the National Institute of Technology, Oyama College, and Gadjah Mada University 
and will exchange students with the university thereafter. To prepare for this exchange, in AY 
2015, each of our departments developed an approximately three-week pilot program for the 
students from Gadjah Mada.
　Furthermore, we signed an academic agreement with the National Chung Hsing University 
(Taiwan) in February 2016, in order to send more intern students overseas. In July 2016, one 

Signing ceremony of academic exchange 
agreement with the University of Guanajuato
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student from that university participated in the Japan Symposium on Technology for 
Sustainability (JSTS) organized by us as a representative of the participant schools. In August, we 
sent one of our students to Chung Hsing University. 
　In addition, Cherepovets State University (Russia) asked us to accept long-term intern students 
(PhD course students), and we signed an academic agreement with them as well in 2016. One 
student from Cherepovets will engage in research at our college for one year from October. 
　We currently have a partnership with the following eight universities and institutions. Among 
them, four are new partners (shown with asterisk in Table 2-6) that entered into an agreement 
with us after we were designated a top college for global activities.

(2) Language training and program revisions
　We organize three language training programs: one in the UK for fourth year students; one in 
New Zealand for third year students; and the other in Australia for first and second year students. 
In addition, we are sending advanced course students to Chosun College of Science and Technology 
and INSA de Rouen, and regular students and advanced course students to Mexico. We also 
organize ISTS for both regular and advanced students. Table 2-7 shows the breakdown of the 
number of students each year: 

　The number of students sent overseas has been increasing since we started promoting globalizing 
activities in 2011. In AY 2016, we set plans to send more than 50 students, excluding training 
courses not announced for application yet. Those include, different from previous years, one student 
to Chung Hsing University (Taiwan) as an intern student and two students who participated in the 

Table 2-6 Tertiary Education Institutions under an Academic Agreement with Us

Country/region University/institution name

FranceINSA de Rouen

New ZealandWaiariki Institute of Technology

South KoreaChosun College of Science and Technology

Russia
Faculty of Computational Mathematics 
and Cybernetics, Lomonosov Moscow State 
University

MexicoUniversidad de Guanajuato*

IndonesiaSekolah Vokasi, Universitas Gadjah 
Mada*

TaiwanNational Chung Hsing University*

RussiaCherepovets State University*

Table 2-7 Number of students sent overseas for language training etc.

TotalISTSTo MexicoTo INSA de 
Rouen

To Chosun 
College of Science 
and Technology

Language 
training in 
the UK

Language 
training in 
New Zealand

Language 
training in 
Australia

Year

574319178152015 

52111420882014 

56131319n/a202013 

45331194152012 

371311n/a3192011 

333109112010 
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training course (International College Summer School) run by the Fukushima Decommissioning 
Project (USA) after passing the essay test. To further encourage students to study abroad, we 
created the class Practical English for language training in New Zealand in 2015,  Global Training 
for regular students, and Global Special Training for advanced students as part of globalizing 
activities in 2016.
　Since AY 2010, two students have studied abroad using the system for first to third year students 
(one each in 2014 and 2016), and five students have studied abroad while taking a leave from 
school. This academic year, two advanced students have taken a leave to study abroad. In addition, 
we are currently under process to send one student as a student trainee to a research institution in 
the UK (Diamond Light Source) for four months from December. We will also consider adopting a 
system that allows students to study abroad for longer periods of time without taking a leave.

　In AY 2015, we expanded and improved our two-week language training program in Australia for 
second year students into a three-week program for first and second year students, while adding to 
its contents the task of making a presentation in English at the school in Australia. As for the 
language training program in New Zealand for third year students, we changed the timing from 
spring to summer according to the conditions of the New Zealand side. As a result, since other 
programs are held in summer, we now have a course to offer for students who are not able to take 
courses in summer. 
　In order to encourage more students to take overseas training programs, we made a booklet from 
the reports of the participants of the language training courses in the UK and Australia in AY 2015 
and distributed it to students. Furthermore, we have begun preparing to start more flexible 
programs regarding the contents and periods in AY 2017 in order to provide more diversified 
learning opportunities for students. 

(3) Consultation meeting for study abroad programs, and advisors for self-study of 
English

　Since quite a few students interested in studying abroad consulted the Global Activity Support 
Office, in AY 2015, we held a consultation meeting attended by English self-study advisors for 
study abroad programs for students interested in studying outside Japan for the mid to long term.
Moreover, we held a consultation event for students to talk to English self-study advisors. It had 25 
sessions in five days between February 8 and 24, 2016, and attracted 19 participants in total (both 
students and those with other occupations). Although there were points for improvement, such as 
the timing of the event (it was held at the end of the academic year) or the notification period (it 
was too short this time), the event was valued positively by the students with one in four of them 
having come to a session more than once (see Tables 2-8, 2-9, and 2-10).  
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Table 2-8 Number of individuals who used English self-study advisors
■By study year

Counselling 
ShareNumber

0.0%0First
0.0%0Second
52.6%10Third
21.1%4Fourth
5.3%1Fifth
10.5%2First, advanced
10.5%2Teaching staff
100.0%19Total 

(Including repeaters)

Table 2-10 First time visitors/repeaters of English self-study advisors

ShareNumber
73.7%14First time
26.3%5Second/third time
100.0%19Total

(Including repeaters)

Table 2-9 Subjects of personal and group counselling

Counselling
Subject

ShareNumber
0.0%01. English learning in general (goal setting, study plan)

36.0%92. Specific English skills (the 4 skills (listening, speaking, 
reading, writing), vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation) 

4.0%13. Questions related to studying overseas, how to study to 
prepare for studying abroad

32.0%84. Questions about English tests and qualifications（Eiken, 
TOEIC, TOEFL）

28.0%75. Others
100.0%25Total

* (Including ones chosen by the same person)

(4) Accepting interns
　We have an academic exchange agreement with the INSA de Rouen (France) and have been 
sending intern students there for more than 15 years, while accepting interns from them as well. 
　Since AY 2014, in order to develop this relationship further, we have gathered and examined 
information about international intern exchange programs, such as the International Association 
for the Exchange of Students for Technical Experience (IAESTE) or the International Student 
Exchange Program (ISEP). As most of those programs assumed schools to both send and accept 
students, we conducted a survey to see if we could accept intern students, to which six departments 
answered positively.     
　In addition, in March 2015, we sent a member of the teaching staff to INSA de Rouen to deepen 
the partnership. As a result of those efforts, we invited one intern student to a local company from 
June 2016 for twelve weeks and two students to our college for ten weeks. 
　In December 2015, we sent one member of the teaching staff to the Chosun College of Science and 
Technology in South Korea, which has been running exchange programs with us since AY 2010, to 
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discuss further bilateral student exchanges in the future. We have started designing the 
introductory program for Korean students and are introducing the PBL from this year.  
　We have received requests for accepting students from institutions other than the INSA de 
Rouen and the Chosun College of Science and Technology, such as the vocational school of Gadjah 
Mada University in Indonesia. In response to these requests, each department considered a 
program for short-term exchange students and organized one by the end of December 2015.  
　We are accepting exchange students according to this program now and in the future.
　On top of that, one long-term intern student (doing a PhD course) from Cherepovets State 
University in Russia will engage in research at our college for one year from October 2016.

(5) Development of risk management manual 
　One of our students was robbed during a language training course in 2015. In response to this, 
we developed a risk management manual for overseas travel and other activities to re-ensure the 
risk management system of the college. In addition, we have obtained the Overseas Student 
Security Management Assistance (OSSMA) of Emergency Assistance Japan (EAJ) in order to 
reinforce the support system for students involved in an accident or illness or the student’s family 
to confirm student safety in emergency. We also compiled the file of the points to consider while 
abroad and distributed it to students.

2.3.3  Cooperation with other colleges and institutions 
　Upon implementation of this project, we understand that it is crucial to cooperate with other 
domestic educational institutions that are also planning to accept international students, train 
students, and guide their careers in a more global manner. As part of the goal we set when we were 
designated a top college for global activities, we have been aiming for our activities to be a model 
case for other colleges to follow, thereby contributing to more globalized activities by not only us, 
but many other colleges as well. This contribution will be the real completion of our mission in this 
project as well. In order to realize such wide-spread globalized activities, we have been working 
together with the following institutions: for training plans – the super global high school as an 
introductory part for students (SGH, transferred to the fourth year of regular course), other colleges 
nearby (for advanced courses), and the Akashi College pioneering in globalizing activities; for the 
development of cooperative relationship - the super global university (SGU, for post graduate 
courses). The contents of cooperation with these institutions are summarized as follows. 

(1) Cooperation with the other college working to globalize its activities (the Akashi 
College)

　In this project, Ibaraki College in eastern Japan and Akashi College in western Japan have been 
chosen as pioneering top colleges for global activities. In AY 2014, Akashi college and our college 
shared some relevant information by showing the overall plan to each other. In September of the 
same year, our principal, vice-principal (in charge of general affairs), and the chief of the General 
Affairs Department visited Akashi College and had an exchange of views with college management. 
One month before that, in August 2014, we invited Professor Fujiwara of Hiroshima University for 
a lecture about cross-cultural understanding, and asked him then if he could cooperate with us in 
the globalizing project. We also discussed with him the possibility of Ibaraki and Akashi Colleges 
cooperating with Hiroshima University. 
　In July 2015, Akashi College and our college reported the overall plan and matters to be 
implemented of each at the meeting of the directors of International Exchange Centers, the 
International Exchange Office for National Colleges. We shared information with the participants, 
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and had a question and answer session with the directors of international exchange centers.   

(2) Cooperation with nearby colleges 
　As for cooperation with nearby colleges, our principal, vice-
principal (curriculum coordinator), administration manager, 
and the chief of the General Affairs Department visited the 
National Institute of Technology, Fukushima College, in June 
2014 to introduce the globalizing project and exchange views for 
strengthening cooperative ties. Furthermore, we invited the 
principals and board members of the Fukushima College, 
Oyama College, and Kisarazu College to the meeting for the 
promotion of globalized education and presentation of the 
globalizing projects held at our college, and we exchanged views with them. We developed that 
meeting into another meeting for cooperation held at our college in February 2015, inviting the 
principals and teachers in charge of globalizing activities of Akashi College and other colleges in 
the Kantokoshinetsu area.
　In addition, we presented the outline and current situation of the college model project for 
globalized education at the meeting of the three coordinators (curriculum coordinator, student 
affairs coordinator, and accommodation coordinator) of the colleges in the Kantokoshinetsu area in 
AY 2014 and 2015.
　As an outcome of such efforts, we will co-organize with the Oyama College JSTS2016 (June 2016) 
and ISTS2016 (October 2016).
　On top of that, we made a presentation “Approach of Ibaraki College as a Top College for 
Globalizing Activities” at the special seminar event held by the college division of the Kanto Society 
of Engineering Education. With this presentation, we provided information about the current 
situation of globalizing activities and the cooperation between colleges in the same area.

(3) Japan Seminar on Technology for Sustainability (JSTS) and the International 
Symposium on Technology for Sustainability (ISTS)

　Since 2011, the National Institute of Technology has been holding ISTS every year in cooperation 
with overseas educational research institutions with which it has an academic exchange 
agreement, aiming to contribute to the improvement of students’ communication skills and the 
development of their internationality by offering an opportunity to present their research in 
English. The role of ISTS has been changing little by little ever since, and in 2015, it became an 
event planned and organized by students under the supervision of teachers. Furthermore, in 
addition to presentations, it now also runs workshops, which provides opportunities to work 
together with other students in a variety of different groups. ISTS is an ideal opportunity not only 
for all participants to improve their skills, but also offers a chance for students involved with the 
committee (International Student Organizing Committee, ISOC) to develop their self-initiative, 
positive attitude, communication skills, understanding of different cultures, and information 
delivery skills.  
　We have been preparing for ISTS2016 to be held in Indonesia as one of the organizing schools 
along with the Oyama College and Gadjah Mada University in Indonesia, while utilizing the 
process as an educational opportunity for students who are ISOC members. In relation to that, we 
have been holding JSTS in Tsukuba in Ibaraki Prefecture since 2016, a program associated with 
ISTS aiming to facilitate communication between ISTS participants and to deepen the 
understanding of the contents of the workshops at ISTS.

The meeting for cooperation between 
colleges at Ibaraki College in 2015
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(i) International Students Organizing Committee (ISOC)
　ISOC is the steering committee of ISTS consisting of students from Ibaraki College (12 students), 
Oyama College (7 students), and Gadjah Mada University (44 students). ISOC mainly organizes 
workshops under the supervision of teachers and has been engaging in preparatory activities for 
ISTS and JSTS including the following: 
　Selecting the themes of workshops, selecting inspection tour locations and guest speakers, 
developing the schedule and framework of workshops, facilitating activities at workshops, 
organizing the content of preparation materials for students, organizing support materials, 
developing the website of the event, organizing cultural events, and taking personal care of 
participants.
　The students have been working on these preparatory activities under the supervision of 
teachers while frequently contacting the students of Gadjah Mada via media, such as Line, Skype, 
and e-mail, with the following timelines:

2015
March Three students of Ibaraki College inspected the ISTS2015 steering committee in 

Malaysia
May Three students of Ibaraki College and three students of Gadjah Mada University 

inspected the Cool Japan Seminar in Hachinohe
August Three students of Ibaraki College, two students of Oyama College and three 

students of Gadjah Mada University inspected ISTS2015 and held the kickoff 
meeting of ISTS2016; the overall theme of the event was set 

September First preparation camp by Ibaraki and Oyama students; the theme of JSTS was set 
December Second preparation camp by Ibaraki and Oyama students; the framework of JSTS 

workshops were developed
2016
January Three students of Ibaraki College and two students of Oyama College visited 

Gadjah Mada University and inspected places associated with ISTS2016 
March Three students of Ibaraki College and two students of Oyama College visited 

Gadjah Mada University, discussed and determined ways of communication for 
ISTS/JSTS 

June On-site rehearsal of JSTS
July Facilitattion training session for eleven students of Ibaraki College, seven students 

of Oyama College, and sixteen students of Gadjah Mada University; JSTS was held 
(review meeting for JSTS) 

October ISTS2016 to be held

(ii) Japan Seminar on Technology for Sustainability 
　JSTS was designed by ISOC as a program related to ISTS, aiming to cultivate skills for future 
global leaders, to facilitate communications in ISTS, and to deepen the knowledge and 
understanding of Indonesia where ISTS is to be held.  The topics were discussed in small group 
workshops, with the goal set as the development of possible solutions for the problems of Indonesia.

Date and place: July 5 (Tue) to 10 (Sun), 2016, at Tsukuba Training Center and other venues
Students participated: 

21 Japanese ISOC members, 50 participants from public, 4 students of either college
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31 international students (from Indonesia, Malaysia, Taiwan, Finland, and Hong 
Kong) 

Teachers: 
SV-UGM (Gadjah Mada University, Indonesia), UiTM (Universiti Teknologi MARA 
(MARA University of Technology), Malaysia), TUAS (Turku University of Applied 
Sciences, Finland), the Kumamoto College, Oyama College, Ibaraki College

　Program outline:
July 5: Opening ceremony, presentation of local issues by Indonesian students, ice 

breaking activity, etc.
6: Inspection tours and lectures on each topic
7-8: Discussions, and production of a video podcast in the form of workshop
9: Presentation of findings with the video podcast, inspection of Kikkoman soy sauce 
factory

10: Closing ceremony, evaluation meeting by ISOC members: 
　Workshop details:
　Classified the issues in Indonesia into four topics and eight subtopics (see Table 2-11); 
allocated two teams of public participants (four to six persons each) to each of the eight 
subtopics (which made sixteen teams in total); those teams identified the cause of the issues; 
and suggested solutions for the issues and considered their feasibilities and related matters. 
The discussion process from the classification of issues to the presentation of solutions was 
recorded in the form of a video podcast. Japanese ISOC members worked as facilitators, and 
the students of the two colleges supervised those facilitators.

 

　Outcomes:
　Through the workshops, public participants experienced working for solving problems in 
cooperation with others in a diverse group of people with different languages and cultures. The 
ISOC members obtained the ability to organize meetings and conferences, and to facilitate 
cooperative working. We expect that JSTS2016 will be the first step for every participating 
student to build a network of people of the same generation as himself/herself in Asia. 
The video podcasts, the tangible outcome of the workshops, can be put on the ISTS2016 
website, thereby making them a starting point for the discussions at workshops at ISTS2016. 
In this way, JSTS and ISTS can be connected organically with each other. In addition, the 
reporting meeting at college can be held to introduce the activities at JSTS2016 and ISTS2016 
to students and teaching staff.

Table 2-11 List of topics

Tour, lecture, etc.SubtopicTopic
Algae Biomass and Energy System R&D Center, University 
of Tsukuba, National Agriculture and Food Research 
Organization

Biomass fuel
Energy

Power electronics

Public Works Research Institute, National Institute for 
Environmental Studies

Pollution and water quality
Environment

Flood and bank

Kurihara Noodle Factory, Ibaragi Sanwa Kako
Mechanization

Industry
Production process

University of Tsukuba, NTT Access Network Service Systems 
Laboratories, National Research Institute for Earth Science 
and Disaster Prevention, Tsukuba City Hall 

Stimulating the tourist industry
ICT

Fishery industry (overfishing)
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(4) Cooperation with super global universities
　As part of our globalizing effort via cooperation with other institutions, we built cooperative 
relationships with the Graduate School for International Development and Cooperation, Hiroshima 
University, and the Graduate School of System and Information Engineering, University of 
Tsukuba, both of which are a pioneer as a super global university. The aim of this cooperation for us 
was to promote our students’ understanding of different cultures and global issues.  

(i) Cooperation with the Graduate School for International Development and 
Cooperation (IDEC), Hiroshima University

　We will offer a new course, Global Awareness in AY 2017, as one of the courses concerning 
globalizing education. This course aims for students to obtain abilities required for resolving global 
or international issues working together with people in countries and regions where values and 
culture are different from ours. In order to make the quality of this Global Awareness as good as 
possible, we developed the teaching contents of the course in cooperation with the Graduate School 
for International Development and Cooperation, Hiroshima University (see 2.1.2 “Understanding 
different cultures and global issues” for the details of the project).
　In August 2014, we invited Professor Akimasa Fujiwara at Hiroshima University, the dean of the 
Graduate School for International Development and Cooperation, for a lecture about the practice of 
globalized education at the School. In December of the same year and April 2015, our teaching staff 
visited the School and exchanged concrete views with its members, on future cooperation. 
In September 2015, the teacher in charge of this project gave intensive lectures at the School, with 
10 assisting students. 
　In AY 2016, five students from the Kure College will audit the lectures by the teacher in charge of 
this project with four assisting students, which will be a case of horizontal development of the 
project. 

(ii) Cooperation with the Graduate School of System and Information Engineering, 
University of Tsukuba

　As part of globalizing activities through cooperating with other institutions, in March 2015, we 
signed a comprehensive cooperation agreement for the field of education research with the 
Graduate School of System and Information Engineering, University of Tsukuba. Along with this 
agreement, we also signed the Memorandum on the Implementation of Tutor System at Colleges by 
International Postgraduate Students, in order to invite postgraduate students from overseas at the 
University of Tsukuba as English-speaking teaching assistants for the courses of Ibaraki College 
from AY 2015. 
　Based on that cooperation agreement, we carried out the University of Tsukuba Tutor 
Cooperation Project in 2015. In this project aiming to strengthen the information delivery skills of 
students, participated students created the schedule of the process starting from finding the topic 
to making a presentation in English, and carried out the tasks in that process accordingly. We will 
request the international students of the School to work as teaching assistants again in AY 2016 for 
summer intensive courses to be held in September (see 2.1.4 “Strengthening information delivery 
skills” for details of the project). Adding to that, we requested them to accept eight first-year 
advanced course student with an internship agreement, which was the first step for having our 
students officially study there in future. We plan to continue this project in AY 2017 and thereafter.
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　As the closing of this report, in the following, we will first summarize the outcomes obtained so 
far according to the framework of the three competencies described in 1.2 of this report. 
Subsequently, we will outline the substantial reorganization of our system, which will be the core of 
our future development. 

3.1 Main outcomes so far
　The first competency we have seen earlier, competency of knowledge required in the era of 
globalization, focuses on acquiring language skills, mainly English skills, and comprehension skills 
to understand diverse societies and cultures and global-scale problems. As for language skills, we 
strengthened our teaching system by introducing classes taught partly in English, in addition to 
existing English classes. Not only did we offer lectures given entirely in English, but also we 
employed a variety of other means, such as providing summaries of lectures in the form of handouts 
written in English or short lecture videos spoken in English, all of which were prepared by the 
lecturers, making some of exam questions into English, and adding English keywords to exam 
questions. It has been observed already that students’ resistance against learning advanced 
courses in English was softened in relatively early stages, and that their vocabulary was enriched 
by taking classes using English.
　Regarding comprehension skills to understand diverse societies and cultures and global-scale 
problems, we cultivated them through focusing on international cooperation as part of the 
cooperation project with the Graduate School of Hiroshima University. Students participated in the 
project not only acquired the knowledge of international cooperation from lectures on topics, such 
as Japan’s international cooperation projects, and Global partnership, but also deepened their 
understanding by communicating with overseas students, engaging in debates and other activities. 
On top of that, by working for JSTS, students learned the importance of cross-cultural 
understanding and the similarities between the problems of different countries, based on the case 
of Indonesia. 
 
　The second competency is competency of utilizing educational resources available globally to be 
obtained by developing attitude and ability to actively utilize educational resources available from 
the internet and other sources. We first facilitated students’ self-study and preparation by citing 
relevant educational resources to each subject in the English version of the syllabus, which we 
provided as a preparatory step for classes given partly in English. Subsequently, our teachers 
taught in actual classes using different educational resources, such as the programming material 
provided by Kahn Academy and clickers. There were also classes that asked students to use tablets 
to research and study or to make presentations. Such efforts will not only contribute to the 
improvement of students’ skill in using ICT, but also cultivate their active attitude towards 
learning. As a matter of fact, the questionnaires for the courses that took the active learning style 
using different educational resources show that more than 90% of the students participated in the 
classes and worked on assignments more actively than they had done for courses with similar 
topics. The positive effect of our new approach is already seen here.  
 
　The third competency, competency of presentation in the era of globalization, focuses on 
developing ability to think and present logically while communicating with people with diverse 
backgrounds. We approached this competency mainly via two projects: the first is the cooperation 
project with the Graduate School of University of Tsukuba. Participated students interacted with 

Conclusion: Overview of outcomes and the outline of reorganization…３
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the postgraduate students of the School at ice-break meetings and via email, in order to deepen the 
understanding of each other's country and to exchange views regarding one’s own research field. 
Then, our students made presentation about what they found from the interactions. Further, using 
this project as a model case, we have renewed the contents of Global Engineering I, a course offered 
to fourth and fifth year students, into a discussion-oriented course with international students of 
the Graduate School of University of Tsukuba working as teaching assistants (TA). 
　The second project is JSTS we explained earlier. In this project, our students discussed the 
problems of Indonesia with other Japanese and foreign students in the framework of group work, 
and made presentations about the findings. Some students also engaged in the facilitation work for 
the discussions in different groups. Such activities were opportunities precisely for strengthening 
the skill of critical thinking and acquiring the logical expression skill while communicating with 
people with diverse backgrounds. We are planning to extend this approach further, through 
strengthening the cooperative relationships with overseas universities with which we recently 
signed an academic exchange agreement.

3.2 Outline of reorganization and challenges for the future
　Part of the outcome of activities made in this project will be reflected on the reorganization and 
new curriculum next year. With the reorganization in April 2017, we will have one single faculty 
instead of current five, and introduce a Major and Sub-Major system. Students will choose one from 
four Majors and five Sub-Majors, deepen one’s knowledge not only of one’s own field but also of 
other fields as well, thereby acquiring cross-disciplinary viewpoint. One of the Sub-Majors will be 
the Global Sub-Major, focusing on training engineers who will be capable of working globally. 

　In the new curriculum after the reorganization, the outcome of the globalizing project will affect 
all the students, regardless of their Major and Sub-Major. Two of the approaches outlined in this 
report, 2.1.1 ”Classes taught partly in English,” 2.1.5 “Active Learning,” are for all students, 
including those not of Global Sub-Major. and will be applied to all the courses in a relevant manner. 
Furthermore, as mentioned in 2.1.3, the hours of second foreign language classes will be doubled 
for all students in the new curriculum.
　On top of that, the new curriculum will have two new courses for all students based on the 
outcomes of the globalizing project. One is Global Awareness for all first year students. This course 
is developed from part of the outcome of the cooperation project with the Graduate School of 
Hiroshima University that we outlined in 2.1.2 “Understanding different cultures and global 
issues” of this report. It is an introductory course that deals with the current situation and 
challenges of globalization that all students should know as basic knowledge.  Students will learn 
the history of globalization and its essential characteristics, while deepening the understanding of 
issues commonly seen in the globalizing world. The format of teaching will not only utilize the 
concept of classes taught partly in English but also emphasize active leaning activities, such as self-
researching and other group tasks. This course will lead directly to the acquisition of competency of 
knowledge required in the era of globalization, and contribute further to the development of 
competency of utilizing educational resources available globally.
　The other course is Global PBL. This course use the outcome of the cooperation project with the 
Graduate School of University of Tsukuba described in 2.1.4 “Strengthening information delivery 
skills.” It is an experience-based course in which students will learn to solve problems by 
cooperating with others with diverse backgrounds. The international students of the Graduate 
School of University of Tsukuba will attend the classes as TAs, and our students will work on 
difficult issues while communicating actively with them. This course will be relevant to the 
acquisition of the third competency, competency of presentation in the era of globalization. 
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　The Global Sub-Major mentioned above aims for students to upgrade their three competencies to 
higher levels. In this Sub-Major, all the courses are given partly in English, as shown in Table 3-1. 
One goal of doing this is to strengthen information delivery skills in a broad sense, which are skills 
to discuss issues and carry out projects together with other people with different characters and 
backgrounds. In Global Science, which utilizes the outcome of Local/international cooperative 
education (2.3.1), students will learn the significance of studying science in English from lectures 
and case studies. In Global Presentation, students will develop logical and critical thinking skills 
through examining case studies and participating in group tasks. For the Project in Project 
Management, we will cooperate with institutions with which we have an agreement as explained in 
2.3.2 “Studying abroad and internship,” so as to teach students the methods to carry out projects 
while discussing issues with diverse groups of people including intern students via different 
communication media including the internet, as in the case of ISTS described in 2.3.3 “Cooperation 
with other colleges and institutions.” We also aim for students to learn from lectures in English 
about the basics of modern science, and acquire introductory skills to study steadily using English 
materials, and the knowledge of science necessary as a researcher/engineer. 

　As presented above, the main part of the globalizing project that we have been involved in for 
nearly three years is expected to be strengthened and continue after the reorganization next year. 
This means that activities for more globalized college management can be sustained without using 
a large and continuous budget, but with the effort and the change of mind-set of individual 
teachers, cooperation with international and domestic institutions, the utilization of ICT, and other 
relevant factors.  
　However, there still are issues to consider, needless to say. For instance, there is much room for 
improvement in the process of sharing the outcome of the work of teachers who were involved in 
globalizing activities. Such sharing is expected to bring about the horizontal development of the 
global approach we promote. We also need to develop a solid system to evaluate the degree of 
learning the three key competencies for the improvement of our activities. To meet challenges 
including these, we, the personnel of the college, should continue our efforts, including to discuss 
relevant issues further, to offer the best possible quality of teaching, and to make improvements as 
appropriate.  

Table 3-1. Outline of global subjects in the new curriculum

OutlineUnitYearSubject
Deepen the understanding of issues commonly seen in the 
globalizing world, such as international cooperation and global 
environmental problems 

11Global Awareness

Allstudents Try to find solutions for problems of other countries through 
discussions, with the help of the TA of foreign nationality14Global PBL

Learn about international science projects through case studies 
and lectures22Global Science

For
sub-m

ajor

Learn how to make presentations logically through case studies 
in English13Global Presentation

Learn how to write logically and critically through case studies in 
English13Global Writing

Learn how to manage a project communicating with overseas 
students24Project Management

Learn applied science in English24Applied Science
Learn physical mathematics in English25Physical Mathematics
Learn quantum chemistry in English25Quantum Chemistry
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（４）OECD本部教育局シニア政策アナリスト 田熊美保氏からのコメント

Brief background and caveats:

• The comments are provided within the framework of the Japan-OECD joint research 
project, in which the Japan Innovative School Network is engaged. Since National 
Institute of Technology, Ibaraki College is one of the ISN clusters, this exercise is 
considered as part of the OECD’s support to ISN. 

• It is important to note that this review is done only through a desk-based exercise, without 
involving any evaluative exercises such as interviews and site visits; the source of 
information is limited to the report prepared by the National Institute of Technology, 
Ibaraki College. No triangulation of the information was not conducted due to the lack of 
time and resources or means to reach the relevant stakeholders.  

• The suggested criteria under “initial concepts “provided evaluation sheet (Excel) are too 
detailed or not relevant for an external evaluator to make comments on. For example, “If 
the educational objectives set by Ibaraki College are known and fully understood by the 
relevant people at the college” can only be commented by those who have access to the 
“relevant people at the college”. Therefore, my comments will follow the order of the given 
categories in the evaluation sheets.  

Comments:

1. Overall Evaluation 

• A conceptual alignment is needed between the issues the project aims to address and the 
selected key competencies.

The report is well written and well structured. It sets out clearly the background, structure of the 
project, methodologies, etc. However, a “vision” appears to be missing. I understand that the 
“background” section addresses current issues and the three competencies are selected/ designed to 
address these issues. However, the issues raised in the background appear to be a mixture of 
challenges of different levels and, therefore, the selected competencies are also mixed with different 
types/ levels, accordingly. 

For example, the challenge of, or change towards, the global economy, downsizing, aging 
population, etc are macro-level socio-economic contextual changes, while the challenge of, or change 
towards, massive online courses is specific context for the education community. As a result, when 
we compare the three competencies, they appear to be in different nature. While “having the 
knowledge in the age of globalisation” is a board education goal, “ulitisattion of globally provided 
educational resources” is not an “goal”, it is a “means” to achieve a broader goal. 

To ensure coherent conceptual alignment, I would suggest, for example, to rename the second 
competency to “becoming a self-directed learner (including the use of globally provide educational 
resources”. In recent years, many countries make explicit educational goals such as “self-directed 
learning”. This way, your suggested means such as “reading and listening comprehension skills”, 

Comments on the Global Education Programme of the National Institute of 
Technology, Ibaraki College

Miho Taguma, senior policy analysis, the Directorate for Education and Skills, the OECD.
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“active self-study”, and “skills to gather and make use of information using ICT” will still be 
coherent with the “self-directed learner”.  

• Amendments on the OECD Education 2030 competencies are needed.

The OECD Education 2030 framework and the OECD global competency are not accurately 
captured on page 2 of the report. The categorisation of “knowledge”, “skills”, “attitudes and values” 
are simply “taxonomy” that we use to decompose complex concepts of different competencies. Thus, 
the specific competencies are still in the process of developing as “DeSeCo 2.0” or “Competencies for 
2030”. 
At the 4th meeting of the Education 2030 project, planned to take place on 9-10 November 2016, 

the progress of the development of the 2030 competencies will be discussed. For our students to 
shape the world in 2030 to ensure Resilience (thriving in a structurally imbalanced world)12 , 
Innovation (creating new values to the world)3, and Sustainability (keeping the world in balance)4, 
the key competencies for 2030 are being considered to include:
• Creating new values 
• Taking responsibility and
• Dealing with tensions, dilemmas and trade-offs 

These are considered as the key competencies that could cut across thematic competencies such 
as global competency, media literacy, financial literacy, etc. 

With respect to the OECD global competency framework, more detailed constructs are suggested 
in the publication. So please make necessary adjustments where referenced. Furthermore, there 
are also many other assessment or learning frameworks on global competency, global citizenship, 
etc. Other frameworks focus on other constructs, which might be of interest to Ibaragi Kosen’s 
reflection.  

2.1 Globalization of education activity

Overall, the selected 5 directions are well designed. The specific activities planned under these 5 
directions are all well thought and carefully implemented, which is commendable. 

To ensure systemic impact, it would be important to ensure synergetic effects during the course 
of the five directions, which should also align with the overall educational goals of the project as 
discussed above. In this respect, it appears that some potential opportunities have not been tapped 
into yet. 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
1. The Meeting of the OECD Council at Ministerial Level 2016 focused on policy discussions on “Resilient Economies and Inclusive Societies – Empowering 
People for Jobs and Growth”.  In building resilient societies, Ministers emphasised the importance of achieving inclusive growth through better social-
protection systems and the empowerment of individuals, combined with labour policies that facilitate the participation in the labour market of under-
represented groups, such as women, youth, older people and migrants. Ministers called on the OECD to conduct further work on the effects of the 
distribution of skills on well-being outcomes and job quality, highlighting that poor skills severely limit people’s access to decent jobs. They urged further work 
to implement the Giving Youth a Better Start Action Plan at the national level. Ministers underscored the usefulness of PISA and PIAAC to guide 
policymakers in unleashing the full potential of human capital. See https://www.oecd.org/mcm/mcm-2014-chair-summary.htm

3. The OECD released the Innovation Strategy in 2010. The Strategy was one of the first dedicated horizontal projects in the OECD. Since its launch, it has 
been well received and affected policy developments in many countries. The 2014 OECD Ministerial Council Meeting (MCM) signalled the importance of 
carrying out such update. The Meeting of the OECD Council at Ministerial Level 2015 sets out 5 priorities for policy makers that together provide the basis 
for a comprehensive and action-oriented approach to innovation. These priorities are:
1. Strengthen investment in innovation and foster business dynamism
2. Invest in and shape an efficient system of knowledge creation and diffusion
3. Seize the benefits of the digital economy
4. Foster talent and skills and optimise their use
5. Improve the governance and implementation of policies for innovation 
See https://www.oecd.org/sti/OECD-Innovation-Strategy-2015-CMIN2015-7.pdf

4. Going beyond the OECD countries, the 17 new goals (the UN Sustainable Development Goals) were adapted as the post-2015 agenda, to build a better 
world with no one left behind. See http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/69/L.85&Lang=E  
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2.1.1 Lectures partially in English 

• The use of MOOCS

The intended use of MOOCS is to support lifelong and lifewide learning, which means one can 
learn any time anywhere. To this extent, viewing MOOCS and other online videos during the class 
might not be the most effective. It might be good to experiment with moderate and high performing 
students to encourage them to watch the MOOCS at home or anytime they want before the class 
and use the class time to discuss what students have learned/ have not understood/ etc. 

• Staff training 

This should be well aligned with the Faculty Development policy. Also, with the use of 
technology, making a global classroom via skype or webex (or using any other platform) is becoming 
part of everyday practice. Japanese teaching staff could be encouraged to team-teach with non-
Japanese teachers of colleges or technology institutes in other countries. This could be less costly 
than hiring foreign lecturers/ professors. Global team-teaching in distance can be also explored to 
be (a) cost effective and (b) more regular contacts between students and overseas teachers as well 
as their students.   

Also, if is often underestimated to provide training to administrative support staff. As a long-
term strategy towards global campus, it would be relevant to consider providing staff training to 
administrative staff to ensure short- and long-term successes of implementation of global education 
at Ibaragi Kosen.

• Online resources 

While maintaining the introduction to English books in the library, it would be relevant to 
introduce students to access English materials online. Future engineers are expected to be able to 
identify relevant data and sources online in English (or any other language), process such data/ 
information in an agile way, and use them in right context. To this end, it is more relevant to design 
“how” these books in the library or online sources are to be used by the students. It is of critical 
importance to design courses that would encourage students to use these sources. 

• ICT tools 

2.1.2 Understanding of different cultures and global issues 

　
　
While many good initiatives are undertaken, more exposure to different cultures, different ways 
of seeing the world, different ways of thinking, different ways to find solutions, different ways to 
interpret global issues, etc. could be improved.

Considering the costs, it may not be easy to organise such opportunities face-to-face; however, as 
mentioned earlier, there are growing practices of global collaboration through the use of ICT.  It 
would require a certain period of time, which could embrace the time of conflicts not only easy 
cooperation and understanding. It would be important to ensure that the learning opportunities 
include “conflict resolutions”, which could naturally emerge by designing a long-term collaborative 
project, which oblige students to select an topic from real life issues, among students with different 

• More opportunities to co-create new ideas with students from other countries over a 
certain course of the year
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backgrounds, as is often used in business schools.  
There are many schools/ classes who are looking for opportunities for global project based 
learning with students from other countries. Ibaragi Kosen could pioneer such opportunities not 
limited to technical colleges but upper secondary high schools focusing science or technical courses. 

• Active learning 

The observations made in the report, i.e. some students “started to feel their responsibility” (on 
page 13) is a key factor to ensure better learning outcomes, supported by a growing body of 
research, e.g. “growth mindset”, as well as PISA findings.
Also, there is a growing trend across many OECD countries to monitor students’ learning 
progressions/ learning strategies/ learning processes with the use of LMS. The next step would be 
to explore the best use of such data to improve pedagogy or assessments. 

• ICT tool

One of the OECD Education 2030 competencies is, as mentioned earlier, “creating new values”, 
including new tools, products, services, processes, narratives, etc. To this end, it would be relevant 
for students to not only learn to use the tool but to reflect on the current tool, identify what can be 
improved and refine tools themselves, as Kosen students. There are such cases, where students 
improve given products. This will require needs analysis, critical thinking, assessment of costs, 
examination of feasibility, etc. This would be relevant to the skills required in the global market as 
they graduate from Ibaragi Kosen.

2.2. Globalization of the campus

While all of the cited activities are well planned and implemented, the campus can be further 
globalised through exploiting more “global virtual campus”, as partially mentioned above. In real 
life/ business practices, global dialogues, collaboration, consultations are becoming common 
practices. Thus, the students can benefit from more opportunities and exposure to their peers in 
other countries using the innovative technologies in education. 

• Attracting more foreign students to Ibaragi Kosen

The number of students sent to overseas has steadily increased (table 2.8). There is more room 
for further increase. In line with the national globalisation strategy, efforts to attract foreign 
students should be orchestrated more strategically. Without a clear strategy (short-term, long-
term), all the materials or conditions (e.g. PV, leaflet, dormitory) would not be effectively used. This 
may be related to the “reverse version of 2.3.2  for foreign students”. If Ibaragi Kosen can organise 
“studying in Japan with internship”, for example, the programme at Ibaragi Kosen can make 
comparative advantages than other Kosens or other colleges, as youth unemployment rates 
continue to be sluggish across countries and, thus, studies show having the opportunities to be able 
to gain working experiences, not limited to academic studies, could be one of the determinant 
factors to make a selection/ decision on studying aboard.  

• Financially feasible options should be also explored to ensure more exposure to peers with 
other cultural backgrounds for all students (not limited to a selected number of students) 
in a sustainable way.
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2.3 Collaborative globalization

It is worth commending on the strategic collaboration with various partners (e.g. super-global 
universities, companies, local communities, etc.). It would be interesting to see the outcomes of 
these partnerships, in particular, in the areas of public-private partnerships, e.g. if some spin-off 
companies are set up, which is still emerging practices in Japan. 
Considering the strong link with local communities, as well as its long-term strategic directions, 

there might be some room for Ibaragi Kosen to play a key role to lead the STEM education in school 
level education, which is often observed in other countries, to serve the common goods of the 
communities in which the Kosen is located.
As is often observed as an unintended (positive) consequence, such contributions by higher 

education institutions to the community (in particular, high schools) could serve as a strategy to 
attract those students to be aspired to go to the institutions instead of going to other regions, as 
they become familiar with the local university / colleague and meet with their role models.

• Serving the purpose of social responsibility of higher education institutions can be 
explored.




